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The „all-new“ AAC panel production
plant generation
For many years, AAC has primarily been produced in form of blocks, supplemented by some reinforced products, such as lintels, wall and roof panels. Global requirements are changing rapidly and megatrends like
urbanisation have a deep impact on wall building materials, as the way buildings are erected is changing
significantly. Prefabricated building solutions are getting more and more popular, especially in areas with
high-rise or at least multi-storey buildings. China and South East Asia for example, is pioneering in moving
from brick solutions to prefabricated elements which are simply installed rather than laid with mortar and
plaster. However, there is still - and is expected to remain - a large growing market for brick products. To
serve this market, modern AAC production plants need to be designed to allow utmost flexible conditions for
both block and panel production.

Growing demand for vertically applied wall panels

These days, investors can choose between different
technologies and the discussion concerning “which
is the best technology?” has almost become philosophical. Typical questions are: Should a modern AAC
plant cut cakes in upright or in flat position? Should
a cake be separated during the “green stage” or after
autoclaving? Should a cake preferably be autoclaved
in flat or in upright position? The answer is: As in
many other aspects of life, there is not just black and
white. Investors need experienced plant suppliers with all-embracing knowledge and proven technical
solutions to meet their individual requirements. Entering a dialogue with an investor and comprehensive consulting is important to reach the goal!
Wehrhahn plants feature tilt-cutting technology,
the leading technology for blocks and thicker panels
with tongue and groove. The latest innovation is the
development of a new thickness cutter as an add-on
for the Smart Plant Generation.

Wehrhahn cutting line: Standard in new production lines or as add-on in existing plants
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This cutter was primarily designed to produce thin
panels (35-100 mm thickness) with super smooth surfaces. However, the thickness cutter is also the ideal
choice for all other kinds of panel products.

The new concept combines the advantages
of tilt cutting and flat cake cutting
technology
New implemented flat cake thickness cutter
The technology uses the Wehrhahn tilting machine,
which brings the cake back into a flat position, onto
a high-performance conveyor system. The conveyor
transports the horizontally placed cake through the
thickness cutter. A double cutting wire system, oscillating at ultra-high speed, facilitates the thickness
cut. The first wire cuts the thickness, followed by a
second wire to smoothen the cutting surface. The result is a precise and super smooth surface of the cut
panel.

Damming wall system for flexible panel length
in the mould
During panel production, it may happen that the
full length of the mould cannot be utilised. This is
the case when one or multiple panel lengths do not
match the typical length of 6m. Some producers try
to overcome these difficulties by the combined production of blocks and panels in one cake. This, however, is not always possible, as the required densities
of blocks and panels are different.

Adjustable cake length:
Damming walls increase flexibility in production

Table 1: Advantages of the new system

1) The high-performance conveying system
allows to close the gap between two panels.
No need to push the cake on a grid.

2) The wires of the thickness cutter are
electro-mechanically operated by
synchronised and frequency-controlled
motors. No crank system running in
an oil bath necessary.

3) After cutting, the cake is autoclaved on
standard Wehrhahn autoclave pallets.
No cutting grids enter the autoclaves.
No maintenance required for such grids.

4) Tongue and groove are precisely cut during
the green stage. No white milling needed,
except for surface appealing decoration if
required.

5) Panel cut does not require any further
separating (no green or white cake) as the
gap created during cutting remains open.
No risk of sticking.

6) The new concept can be added to Wehrhahn
Smart plants as an add-on. Existing moulds,
autoclave pallets and other accessories can
be used.
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Master Control Server (MCS): Simply smart AAC panel production

The most appropriate solution is to adjust the usable
mould length by using movable damming walls. The
unique Wehrhahn mould with four hinged walls facilitates the use of damming walls in an easy and safe
way. After cleaning and oiling, the damming wall is
automatically positioned in the mould by high precision stacking devices. The position is precisely chosen to utilise the mould length in the most feasible
way. Once positioned, the mould walls are automatically closed and the damming wall is properly fixed
inside the mould. A reliable sealing system prohibits
any leakage after the slurry has been poured into
the mould.

All formerly known modules such as PCI, EnMS, service interval application and report management
system are now combined in the MCS (Master Control
System).

The smart system even allows to position the damming wall, based on the mould volume, set in the mix
formula in the Wecomix dosing and mixing system.
It has successfully been in use in several plants for
many years and has become even more important
recently, due to an increasing market for reinforced
products.

The intelligent combination of the all-in-one cutting
technology, complemented by flexible mould length
adaptation is the key for advanced and feasible
panel making solutions.

MCS Master Control Server for a smart
production
Investors, who rely on high quality products, are
known to have high demands on the quality of their
production plant and nevertheless on the production
process. They can rightly expect intelligent automation modules to be integrated into their production
systems in order to run a smooth (“smart”) production
process with simple operation and self-optimisation.
The key to higher efficiency is the advanced automation technology: During the production process,
comprehensive data is collected, evaluated by algorithms and used to control and optimise all process
and plant parameters. Integrated as standard, the
new AAC plant generation uses “smart” technology
and produces more efficiently than ever before.
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Remote Technical Service
Versatile possibilities of remote service, remote installation and remote training complement the smart
production. This is essential in times, when quick
action is necessary, and also under exceptional conditions, for example in case of restricted travelling,
when face-to-face meetings are difficult to realise.

Having found the final piece of the puzzle, the Master
Control Server (MCS) easily controls and manages
the fully automatic „all-new“ AAC plant generation.
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